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Quasi-Kähler Chern-flat manifolds

and complex 2-step nilpotent Lie algebras

ANTONIO J. DI SCALA, JORGE LAURET AND LUIGI VEZZONI

Abstract. The study of quasi-Kähler Chern-flat almost Hermitian manifolds is
strictly related to the study of anti-bi-invariant almost complex Lie algebras. In
the present paper we show that quasi-Kähler Chern-flat almost Hermitian struc-
tures on compact manifolds are in correspondence to complex parallelisable Her-
mitian structures satisfying the second Gray identity. From an algebraic point
of view this correspondence reads as a natural correspondence between anti-bi-
invariant almost complex structures on Lie algebras and bi-invariant complex
structures. Some natural algebraic problems are approached and some exotic
examples are carefully described.
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1. Introduction

A complex manifold is called complex parallelisable if admits a global holomor-

phic (1, 0)-frame. In view of a result of Wang [18], a compact complex manifold
is complex parallelisable if and only if it is a quotient of a complex Lie group by

a discrete subgroup. Moreover, a complex manifold is complex parallelisable if

and only if admits a Chern-flat metric, i.e., a metric whose Chern connection has

trivial holonomy. The aim of this paper is to study the interplay between compact

quotients of compact Lie groups and quasi-Kähler Chern-flat manifolds from the

point of view of both Lie theory and Hermitian geometry. Quasi-Kähler Chern-flat

manifolds were introduced in [6]. A compact almost complex manifold is called

quasi-Kähler Chern-flat if admits a compatible quasi-Kähler metric (also called

(1, 2)-symplectic) such that its Chern connection has trivial holonomy group. In
view of a result proved in [6], compact quasi-Kähler Chern-flat manifolds are all

obtained as quotients of 2-step nilpotent Lie groups by a lattice. From an alge-
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